The paper present a modified DOAS retrieval that account for the slant column densities wavelength dependence using a Taylor-series expansion. The authors demonstrated improvement to minor species profile retrieval (BrO in this case), mainly using C1128 simulated profiles, and to some extent, real observation using SCIAMACHY limb scatter measurements. The paper is some how too long and some parts of the text are poorly written. I encourage the authors to consolidate sections 1, 2 and 3 into one or two shorter sections, In general I was disappointed to see a limited discussion for the retrieval results using real observations, which was presented in section 5.3, as compared to the simulation results which were well presented and discussed. This section is poorly written and somehow difficult to follow. The paper could benefit from proofreading preferably by an English native speaker.
How difficult is it to use the temperature dependant cross sections in your retrieval? Assuming you already have a good estimate of the temperature, can't you just apply it for the 4 cases and present the results instead of guessing the temperature that gives the best agreement with the balloon measurements? This paragraph is at best confusing! Page 2949, line 4-14: "For the tropical case . . .. . ...to standard DOAS" An attempt to explain the poor comparison of the retrieval with the balloon tropical measurements leave the reader only wanting more! The claim that Rozanov's retrieval sees similar bias is not a real explanation, and the authors need to discuss the sources of this bias properly.
The statement afterward "Note that for all compared BrO profile retrievals the agreement with the profiles obtained by the IUP Bremen global fit approach . . ." Should be deleted unless the authors can provide a valid reference to support it, or show a proper comparison. There are many grammatical errors and sentences that need to be rewritten. As I C1130 motioned above, the manuscript needs a proofreading preferably by an English native speaker.
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